
Stay hydrated
Our body consists of 75% water. We must hydrate every day to stay 
healthy. Drinking two to three litres of water per day is recommended, 
depending on body weight, season, and physical activity.

Be a friend of nature
Nature’s Design bottles are made from 100 % natural materials which
can be recycled or composted: glass, cork, wood, rubber, bioplastic and
stainless steel. Water is a natural element and should be stored in natural 
materials, not plastic.

Be unique
All Nature’s Design bottles are distinctive because of the cork sleeve.
The Thank You Kids bottles come with watercolour pencils and stencils so 
your kids can personalize their bottle.

Say no to plastic bottles!
Each year enough plastic bottles are sold to circle the earth 26 times. 
Most plastic bottles are never recycled and end up in the oceans where 
they endanger sea life.

100 % ECO 

BOTTLES

Your Distributor:
www.natures-design.com
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100 % GOOD FACTS
The cork sleeve protects the glass bottle 
from being damaged. It also provides 
insulation, allowing any drink to keep its 
temperature longer.

Any bottle part that is worn out or lost can
be purchased individually. This extends the
life of your Nature’s Design bottle, without
additional impact on the environment.

All of our products are made in Europe.

AWARDS

EU award for Sustainability

Best new product award at 
the biggest trade show for eco 
products in Germany



Additionally available: 
bioplastic lid (8851)

Swiss stone pine lid (5831)
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* Water crystals photographed in accordance with the procedure developed by M. Emoto*
The test results originate from the laboratory E.F. Braun, CH-3628 Uttigen, Switzerland *

Our eco-friendly drinking bottles:

Wooden cover cap 
made of FSC-certified beech 
wood 
Inner screw cap 
made of wooden biomass 
Screw cap gasket disc 
made of natural biomass plastic

Glass bottle 
made from silica sand and 40%
recycled clear glass

Shape 
the Golden Ratio inspired shape
restructures and revitalizes 
water

Protecting cork sleeve  
made from waste cork bark
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Flower of life 
an ancient universal symbol of life
force energy

Rubber rings 
made from the sap of rubber trees

Organic plastic cap 
100 % biodegradable, it can be put 
into the compost instead of the 
garbage

Latex teat 
made of natural rubber

Swiss stone pine lid 
the lid is made of Swiss stone pine 
Wood, the inner lid and the seal of 
bio-plastic.

“I have a bottle with 
my drawing on it. 
How cool is that?!”

“I want to give my baby 
the best there is.”

© 2021 – All rights reserved by Nature’s Design Products GmbH.
Nature’s design is registered trade mark, forms of products are also protected.

• 2 sizes of the Lagoena bottles 
• 2 sizes of the Arve bottles
• One Thank You Kids bottle
• One Thank You Baby bottle
 
The main difference is the opening: Lagoena bottles have a narrow opening 
and come with a wooden lid. The Arve bottles have a wide opening and 
come with a wooden lid made of Swiss stone pine. Additionally, you can 
buy a bioplastic lid (8851).

“Fits well in the purse 
or backpack. 

And looks amazing!”

LAGOENA 
Volume: 500 ml (8830) 
and 700 ml (8840)

ARVE 
Volume: 500 ml (5830) and 700 ml (5840)

THANK YOU BABY 
Volume: 300 ml (8890)

THANK YOU KIDS 
Volume: 500 ml (8850)

“Arve bottle. 
Great for on the go!”

Cleaning is easy with our brush for drinking bottles (2007) 
made of natural bristels!

The 300 ml bottle can be
sterilized through boiling!

Heat resistance:  
The 300 ml bottle is heat
resistant up to 100°C / 212°F. 
The 500 ml and 700 ml bottles are 
heat resistant up to 70°C / 158°F.


